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The topo-tower algorithm

Building towers with noise suppression
Why use topo-clustering to build towers?
Clustering cells provides robust noise suppression for tower building

TopoClusters have a built-in “4-2-0” noise suppression
Towers are a well understood, well-defined geometrical object that may benefit from such
noise suppression techniques

Simple approach

Add cells to a tower only if they are used in a TopoCluster
Can preserve links between cells and TopoClusters

Configurability

Parameter Description
Ecluster Only accept cells from cluster above a certain energy
Ecell Require cells to have a minimum energy (e.g. Ecell > 0)
Ecell/σ

cell
noise Require cell energy significance using average cell energy RMS

(from CaloNoiseTool)
Etower Select only those resulting towers above Etower

UsePileupNoise Include pileup noise in the cell energy RMS estimation
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The topo-tower algorithm

A coherent approach to tower jet reconstruction
TopoTowers as jet contituents
The use of topological clustering of cells to build calorimeter towers preserves the
geometric, tower-based view of jet-constituents while gaining the robust, dynamic
noise suppression inherent in the formation of topological clusters.

Working with TopoTowers
By providing a noise suppressed tower-jet collection in addition to the standard
tower-jet collection we provide:

a well-defined, geometrical jet constituent which provides a constant definition of
the jet area which may be helpful in early data
a tower-jet definition which is more robust against pile-up and noise effects

Building the jet-energy scale with TopoTowers
At it’s most fundamental level, the baseline jet-energy scale offset correction is
naturally accomodated by using the well-defined, geometrical calorimeter towers
which provide a consistent definition of the jet volume and area. Additionally,
tower-jet calibrations are well-studied at other hadron collider experiments.

TopoTowers provide another means to study jets and a coherent approach
to jet reconstruction from formation to calibration to analysis
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The topo-tower algorithm Results using topo-towers

Fake jets study in cosmics data (Nikola Makovec)
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Random triggers used (jets found are mostly noise)
Many fewer jets found using either form of noise suppression (topo-cluster / tower)
Resulting conclusion: "Inputs to this algorithms should have noise suppression"
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The topo-tower algorithm Noise suppression settings

Noise suppression setting comparisons
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2 Consistently see that 4-2-0 setting is the best
3 Some indication that asymmetric energy cut helps however, hard to justify, and better to be

consistent with topo-clusters themselves
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The topo-tower algorithm Noise suppression settings

Noise suppression setting comparisons
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The topo-tower algorithm Noise suppression settings

Noise suppression setting comparisons
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Cell energy density weighted anti-kT topo-tower jets
1 Very clear advantage over standard towers
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The topo-tower algorithm Jet response vs. NPV and η

Jet response vs. η and NPV in J2 di-jet events with pileup
L=2×1033cm−2s−1, 25ns (pjet

T ≥ 10 GeV)
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Much smaller dependence on the level of in-time pileup
4-2-0 noise suppression setting
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Conclusions

Summary and conclusions

Summary

Tower noise suppression allows for comparison of topo-cluster and tower
jets on an equal footing

Resolution of both jet constituent types seen to be very close, or
identical, even at high-luminosity

Geometrically constrained jet constituent provides alternative definition
for jet input

Conclusions

Algorithms already in release (both in Jet domain and calorimeter)

Have been extensively used in the preparation for this workshop

Will provide a robust definition of towers for first data
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Backup slides

Additional material
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Backup slides
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Figure 5.26: Schematic of the transition region between the barrel and end-cap cryostats, where
additional scintillator elements are installed to provide corrections for energy lost in inactive ma-
terial (not shown), such as the liquid-argon cryostats and the inner-detector services. The plug
tile calorimeter is fully integrated into the extended barrel tile calorimeter. The gap and cryostat
scintillators are read out together with the other tile-calorimeter channels (see text).

these cryostat scintillators had to be removed on each side for the routing of the signals from the
minimum-bias scintillators. They will be reinserted for operations at full luminosity.

There are several locations around the circumference of the calorimeter, in which the standard
gap instrumentation is not possible, for example the region opposite the support feet for the barrel
cryostat [112]. In these locations, the plug calorimeter is reduced further in its length. In the
location of the exit of the barrel cryogenic line, no plug calorimeter can be accommodated and it is
replaced entirely by scintillators. Finally, the inner support of the end-cap cryostat sits on the tile
calorimeter at its inner radius. In these regions, the tile-calorimeter modules themselves are cut to
provide the support surface on which the cryostat support jacks sit. The gap scintillators are also
missing in this region.

5.6 Calorimeter readout electronics, calibration and services

5.6.1 Readout electronics

5.6.1.1 Overview

This section describes the on-detector (front-end) and off-detector (back-end) electronics of the
ATLAS calorimetry. The major tasks required of the readout electronics are to provide the first-
level (L1) trigger system with the energy deposited in trigger towers of size !! !!" = 0.1!0.1
and to measure, for L1-triggered beam crossings, the energy deposit in each calorimeter cell to the

– 137 –
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Backup slides
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Figure 5.12: Segmentation in depth and ! of the tile-calorimeter modules in the central (left)
and extended (right) barrels. The bottom of the picture corresponds to the inner radius of the tile
calorimeter. The tile calorimeter is symmetric about the interaction point at the origin.

Figure 5.13: Glued fibre bundle in girder insertion tube (left) and fibre routing (right) for tile-
calorimeter module.

shown in figure 5.13. These tubes are then fixed into the girder plastic rings mentioned above, to
obtain a precise match to the position of the photomultipliers. The tubes and fibres are then cut
and polished inside the girder to give the optical interface to the PMT. This interface requires that
these fibres be physically present at the time of module instrumentation. However, the gap and
crack scintillators described in section 5.5 are mounted only following calorimeter assembly in the
cavern. An optical connector is used, therefore, to couple the light from their readout fibres to the
already glued and polished optical fibres which penetrate the girder.

Quality-control checks have been made at several moments during the instrumentation pro-
cess: during fibre bundling and routing, during fibre gluing, cutting and polishing, during tile-fibre
optical coupling when the tile was excited by either a blue LED or a 137Cs "-source. Tile-fibre pairs
with a response below 75% of the average response of the tile row for the cell under consideration
were repaired in most cases (typically by re-insertion of the plastic channel to improve tile-fibre
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Figure 5.19: Schematic diagram showing the
three FCal modules located in the end-cap
cryostat. The material in front of the FCal and
the shielding plug behind it are also shown.
The black regions are structural parts of the
cryostat. The diagram has a larger vertical
scale for clarity.

Figure 5.20: Electrode structure of FCal1 with
the matrix of copper plates and the copper tubes
and rods with the LAr gap for the electrodes.
The Molière radius, RM, is represented by the
solid disk.

copper tube separated by a precision, radiation-hard plastic fibre wound around the rod. The ar-
rangement of electrodes and the effective Molière radius for the modules can be seen in figure 5.20.
Mechanical integrity is achieved by a set of four tie-rods which are bolted through the structure.
The electrode tubes are swaged at the signal end to provide a good electrical contact.

The hadronic modules FCal2 and FCal3 are optimised for a high absorption length. This
is achieved by maximising the amount of tungsten in the modules. These modules consist of
two copper end-plates, each 2.35 cm thick, which are spanned by electrode structures, similar to
the ones used in FCal1, except for the use of tungsten rods instead of copper rods. Swaging of
the copper tubes to the end-plates is used to provide rigidity for the overall structure and good
electrical contact. The space between the end-plates and the tubes is filled with small tungsten
slugs, as shown in figure 5.21. The inner and outer radii of the absorber structure formed by the
rods, tubes and slugs are enclosed in copper shells.

Signals are read out from the side of FCal1 nearer to the interaction point and from the
sides of FCal2 and FCal3 farther from the interaction point. This arrangement keeps the cables
and connectors away from the region of maximum radiation damage which is near the back of
FCal1. Readout electrodes are hard-wired together with small interconnect boards on the faces
of the modules in groups of four, six and nine for FCal1, FCal2 and FCal3 respectively. The
signals are then routed using miniature polyimide co-axial cables along the periphery of the FCal
modules to summing boards which are mounted on the back of the HEC calorimeter. The summing
boards are equipped with transmission-line transformers which sum four inputs. High voltage
(see table 5.1) is also distributed on the summing boards via a set of current-limiting resistors, as
shown in figure 5.22 for the specific case of FCal1. The signal summings at the inner and outer
radii of the modules are in general different due to geometric constraints and higher counting rates
at the inner radius [122].

– 131 –
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Backup slides

Information related to LAr design for high luminosity
Marco Delmastro’s thesis:
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/953119/files/thesis-2003-033.pdf

LAr ECAL Team tutorial this summer.
http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=35889

The reference for LAr
“Signal processing considerations for liquid ionization calorimeters in a high rate environment”
NIM A: Volume 338, Issues 2-3, 15 January 1994, Pages 467-497

Comparison between the estimated noise from CaloNoiseTool and the real noise from the
pileup overlay with release 12

ATL-LARG-PUB-2007-011

Wiki for calorimeter digitization:
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Atlas/CaloDigitization

Some related posts to the Pileup Hypernews Forum
https://hypernews.cern.ch/HyperNews/Atlas/get/pileUp/61/3/1/2/1.html

https://hypernews.cern.ch/HyperNews/Atlas/get/pileUp/47/1/1.html

https://hypernews.cern.ch/HyperNews/Atlas/get/pileUp/46/1.html
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